
www.Herrensteinrunde.eu 

"Inventors are the true benefactors of mankind and deserve more honor than those who 
provided battles worthy to be mourned and conquered large countries ". Karl Julius Weber 

"To all who think differently: the rebels, idealists, visionaries, lateral thinkers, those who can 
be squeezed into a schema, those who see things differently. They bow to no rules and they 
have no respect for the status quo. We can quote them, contradict them, admire them or 
reject them. The only thing we cannot do is to ignore them because they change things, 
because they help on mankind. And while some think they are crazy, we see genius in them. 
Because those who are crazy enough to think that they can change the world, are the ones 
doing it! Steve Jobs 1997 

The great discoveries and inventions were usually acquired by outsiders and not by some 
scholars. Otherwise we would still be on a disk, around which the sun rotates. But for this to 
become possible, we must also be capable to question the existing, generally validated 
conditions. Franz 

You want to see some videos of our developments? With pleasure. Simply type 
"Herrensteinrunde" or "Herrensteiner1" on YouTube. 

We also see ourselves as suppliers of ideas for innovative people: Just send a USB stick (2GB) 
and a self-addressed and stamped envelope to Rudolf Georg Wunderlich, Ludwig-Zausinger-
Str. 3, 93107 Thalmassing. Then you get back your filled USB stick from me. 

WE have e.g. developed a cheap method, how the yield at BIOGAS plants can be increased 
by about 35%. Interested? Simply write an e-mail with your complete address details, 
telephone number and fax to: Erfinder-Haus@t-online.de or call: 09453-302118 

Example magnet motor: 

http://ahlers-celle.de/Energie-und-Klima/Herrensteinrunde+Magnetmotor-EMM-
HPF+wird+Weltklima+retten  (enter into the browser line, click, leave running) 

We research / develop & supervise / manage developments / inventions: 

This GENERATOR (here = an experimental arrangement) runs with 1 / 3 gasoline or diesel + 2 
/ 3 water ... the technology can be manufactured in any size. We sell the technology! You 
can then produce and sell at a state/ country in any number/ size. 

We are a group of friends, who researches and develops. First we build a model that demon-
strates the function. After that we collect within our circle of friends 
(www.herrensteinrunde.eu), the money needed for the 1:1 prototype that can be used for 
the pilot series. This prototype, we introduce to investors/ producers. If he is bought, our 
way is over. Only friends of our circle can purchase for their own use of the zero-series 
devices and can also participate, etc: www.Herrensteinrunde.eu. Curious? I can send you a 
USB stick by mail. 



 

Cooperation with the investors can also be arranged: 

WE are said to be grown as the largest private researcher / developer circle in Germany, 
with notable developments. Example: PQPV-S. Whoever is here in this uses a tremendous 
opportunity, as well as the other developments such as EMM, FS-swirl chamber, RET 
equipment and much more. are tremendous opportunities for all who participate here 
actively. The development of the Herrensteinrunde since May 1991, has cost a lot of power, 
money and time, but today we can say that the Herrensteinrunde (research / development) 
has become a valuable "company". All Herrensteiner do have their share of the value. They 
were and are the ones who have helped to shape this very positive development and 
continue to shape: work performed and the tasks lying ahead of us, existing developments, 
more ideas, solid prospects to earn good money - without binding and competitors - , and 
much more. The inventor- sponsorship and the opportunity to build a prototype together 
with us or to finish it by oneself is opportunity, challenge and safety at the same time. I 
would be delighted if many more researchers / developers / sales professional etc. appear 
with us. Prerequisite: loyalty, discretion, symbolic cost sharing. 
Kind regards, 
Yours Rudolf Wunderlich 

Explanation: 

To accompany financially developments up to a showcase prototype…  I keep hearing out 
the desire to get to know the inventor and to investigate the invention precisely prior to the 
payment of a small investment, but we cannot allow for security reasons, because after such 
an introduction and an extensive investigation, there is great danger that inventors and 
invention are "burned”. Afterwards the alleged minor investor who pretended to want to 
accompany a development financially, says goodbye with the words: "Thank you, was very 
interesting", does not answer anymore and then builds by oneself... or as if by magic, the 
inventor is approached/ contacted in written by many people that he/ we do not know and 
those interested in its development or even harass him? 

Our magnet motor can for example bring in 100 million. Would you take a risk there? 

IN LIFE IS NOT CRUCIAL, WHERE YOU GO, WHAT YOU ARE DOING OR WHAT YOU POSSESS, 
BUT WHOM YOU HAVE ON YOUR SIDE 

Native American wisdom: One evening an old Cherokee told his grandson about the battle 
that rages in humans. He said: "My son, there is a fight between two wolves inside each of 
us." One of the wolves is bad. It is anger, envy, jealousy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, 
self-pity, blame, hostility, inferiority, lies, false pride, arrogance and selfishness. The other 
wolf is good. He is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness, goodness, humanity, 
generosity, truth, compassion and trust. The grandson thought about a minute and then  



 

asked his grandfather: "And which wolf wins?" The old Cherokee replied: "The one you 
feed." 

The network of the rich/ super-rich,: On the question of a journalist, where his wealth comes 
from, the questioned replied: "You know, we have a network and if one has a good business 
idea or an invention/ development, then we will call us and collect the money needed for 
this business: € 50,000.00 / 100,000.00 / 200,000.00, etc. Then we divide the profits 
according to the deposits. "CONCLUSION: These people trust each other. There is neither 
greed nor envy. From them one can be taught. 

ECO-ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES LTD, 69 Great Hampton Street, B18 6EW Birming-
ham, GF R. Wunderlich. Private adress: Ludwig-Zausinger-Str. 3 - 93107 Thalmassing -
Germany 

 

 

 

 


